Pet Care Products
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careproducts
for animals
www. no1-pet.com

Welcome
No1 Pet cat & Dog Care is made with more than 40 years of expertise. Our veterinarian saw in his practice that many pets came
in with the same skin, coat, ear, eye and intestine problems and
knew that this could be easily treated with a naturally oriented
product. After years of development the product range of No1
Pet Cat & Dog Care was born.
No 1 Pet Cat & Dog Care believes in staying as close as possible
to your pet’s own identity. This is why all our products are made
without any alcohol, which will not unnecessarily irritate or dehydrate the skin and coat of your pet.
Naturally orientated craftsmanship, is what characterizes us.
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PARFUM
Parfum Beauty

Skin-friendly Perfume. Perfume Beauty is a unique water-based, skin-friendly perfume and is well tolerated by the
skin and coat of your dog. The perfume is economical to use and lasts for several days.
•
•

For cats and dogs
Water-based

Instruction: Small dogs 1 to 2, large dogs 2 to 3 sprays
30 ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml

Parfum Friendly

Skin-friendly Perfume. Perfume Friendly is a unique water-based, skin-friendly perfume and is well tolerated by the
skin and coat of your dog. The perfume is economical to use and lasts for several days.
•
•

For cats and dogs
Water-based

Instruction: Small dogs 1 to 2, large dogs 2 to 3 sprays
30 ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml

Parfum Happy

Skin-friendly Perfume. Perfume Happy is a unique water-based, skin-friendly perfume and is well tolerated by the
skin and coat of your dog. The perfume is economical to use and lasts for several days.
•
•

For cats and dogs
Water-based

Instruction: Small dogs 1 to 2, large dogs 2 to 3 sprays
30 ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml

Parfum Pretty

Skin-friendly Perfume. Perfume Pretty is a unique water-based, skin-friendly perfume and is well tolerated by the skin
and coat of your dog. The perfume is economical to use and lasts for several days.
•
•

For cats and dogs
Water-based

Instruction: Small dogs 1 to 2, large dogs 2 to 3 sprays
30 ml, 100 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml
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OOR-, OOG-, TANDVERZORGING
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Deze verzorgende en voedende conditioner verzorgt de natuurlijke structuur van de vacht en brengt het haar
in topconditie. De conditioner ruikt heerlijk. De PH-waarde is afgestemd op de vacht van uw huisdier. De conditioner tast de natuurlijke vetlaag van uw huisdier niet aan. Elke Dag Conditioner is door de toevoeging van
de verzorgende bestanddelen zeer geschikt voor alle vachtlengtes. Elke Dag Conditioner helpt de klitten in de
vacht te voorkomen, maakt de vacht beter doorkambaar, geeft een prachtige diepe glans en meer volume.
Gebruiksaanwijzing: Breng naar behoefte de Elke Dag Conditioner aan op de vooraf nog natte met No1 Pet
Care Cat & Dog Shampoo gewassen vacht. Masseer de conditioner goed in en laat dit enkele minuten inwerken. Vervolgens dient de conditioner met lauwwarm water goed uitgespoeld te worden.

Clean Ear

Cleans the ears without disrupting the natural flora of the auditory duct. Clean Ear is suitable for most animals. Clean
Ear works through the use of different essential oils, like Aloë Vera. If the ear problems persist, we advise you to
consult your veterinarian.
Instructions for use: When the ears are dirty, use Clean Ear every other day for several weeks. Fill the auditory duct with
Clean ear, gently massage the ears for 1 minute, then allow your dog to shake its head. Use a cotton ball to remove
any ear wax and excess Clean Ear.
An open container stored in the refrigerator has a limited shelf life. When re-using this product, warm it to hand
temperature before applying it to the ears.
50 ml, 200 ml

Clean Face
This safe and mild cleanser is very suitable for the cleansing of the eyes of your pet. Clean Face is suitable for all
animals. Clean Face helps to reduce brown tear marks and has a positive effect on the productivity of the tear duct.
It nurtures the eyes and decreases the tear secretion.
Instructions for use: Apply 2 drops in each eye, every day for 14 days, and depending on the cause, reduce to 2 to 3
applications per week.
Then soak a cotton ball in Clean face and wipe across the eyes towards the corner. You can also use a soaked cotton
ball to clean tears stripes.
By repeating this process regularly the tear stripes will slowly dissolve.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Dentispray Dental Cleanser

This safe and refreshing spray gives a deliciously fresh scent from your pet’s mouth. Dentispray softens the tartar and
plaque on your pet’s teeth.
Afterwards you may also use a toothbrush to remove the softened tartar and plaque.
When using this product regularly it gives your pet fresh breath and helps to prevent tartar build-up. Dentispray is
suitable for all animals.
Instructions for use: Spray Dentispray on the teeth every day, after every meal, on both sides of the teeth.
100 ml
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SHAMPOO

Every Day Shampoo
Every Day Shampoo is suitable to wash your dog or cat as often as you like; it does not damage the natural fat layer
of your pet. The shampoo is suitable for all healthy short and/or medium coats. The nurturing components of coconut
and special plant extracts make this every Day Shampoo a highly luxurious and caring shampoo.
The composition of raw materials ensures that the coat dries in a very short time. The shampoo is therefore very
suitable to use in grooming saloons and kennels. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet. After using Every
Day Shampoo it is best to use our Every Day Conditioner, which makes sure that the coat, sensitive to tangles, is easy
to comb through.
Instructions for use: Dilute 1-part shampoo to 4 parts lukewarm water (20% shampoo, 80% lukewarm water). Apply
this to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml
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SHAMPOO
Sensitive & Repair Shampoo
This shampoo can have a positive effect on the treatment of skin and coat problems. It does not affect the natural
fat layer of your pet. Sensitive & Repair Shampoo can be used to wash coats that have problems with flakes, itching
and dry, dull coats. The right combination of minerals, plant extracts (a.o. coconut), vitamins and essential oils ensure
a nurturing and caring function on skin and coat. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet. This shampoo is
also suitable for cats and dogs with a very oily coat and/or skin with excess sebum production. After using Sensitive
& Repair Shampoo it is best to use our Sensitive & Repair Conditioner. This will intensify the function of the Sensitive
& Repair Shampoo.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of shampoo to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the
coat (Note: the shampoo does not foam a lot) and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Vibrant Color Shampoo
The shampoo to intensify any coat color. The shampoo is therefore very suitable to use on multicolored coats. Vibrant
Color Shampoo gives an intense warm, shiny, deep color and does not affect the natural fat layer of your pet. The PH
value is tailored to the coat of your pet. The shampoo smells delicious and foams plenty.
The adding of essential oils makes the shampoo very suitable to use on all coat lengths. After using Vibrant Color
Shampoo it is best to use our Vibrant Color Conditioner, which makes sure that the coat, sensitive to tangles, is easy
to comb through.
Instructions for use: Dilute 1-part shampoo to 4 parts lukewarm water (20% shampoo, 80% lukewarm water). Apply
this to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

White Coat Shampoo
The addition of nurturing minerals and herb extracts makes this shampoo suitable for short, medium and longhaired
dogs and cats with a white coat. This shampoo ensures that the white coat is radiant white. The shampoo smells
delicious and foams plenty. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet. The shampoo does not affect the natural
fat layer of your pet. After using White Coat Shampoo it is best to use our Every Day Conditioner, which makes sure
that the coat, sensitive to tangles, is easy to comb through. When the coat is very dirty, grey or oily it could be necessary to wash the coat first with our Against Greasy Coat Shampoo. Afterwards wash it with White Coat shampoo to
ensure that the coat is restored to radiant and intense white
Instructions for use: Dilute 1 part shampoo to 4 parts lukewarm water (20% shampoo, 80% lukewarm water). Apply
this to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Flea Away Shampoo
With the strong scent of menthol, this shampoo ensures that fleas are a lot less likely to visit your pet. This could
prevent a flea infestation. It does not contain any toxins. Flea Away Shampoo functions because of the additions
of different essential oils that can make sure that your pet stays longer free from fleas or other vermin. Flea Away
Shampoo can be used on puppies and kittens from the age of 6 weeks. The PH value is tailored to the needs of
your pet. The shampoo does not affect the natural fat layer of your pet. Flea Away Shampoo has a deliciously fresh
menthol scent. After the treatment with Flea Away Shampoo it is best to use a spot-on product to prevent fleas. It
is also very important to treat the rest areas of your pet to keep the surroundings of your pet free from fleas. After
washing your pet with Flea Away Shampoo, it is best to use our Every Day Conditioner, which makes sure that the
coat, sensitive to tangles, is easy to comb through. After washing your pet with Flea Away Shampoo it is completely
safe to pet and hug your pet.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of shampoo to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the
coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
100 ml, 200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml
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SHAMPOO
Puppy – Kitten Shampoo

The shampoo that allows you to wash your puppy or kitten as often as you like. The shampoo is suitable for all
breeds with all corresponding coats. The caring components of almond oil, coconut and special plant extracts make
this Puppy – Kitten Shampoo a delicious, highly nutrient shampoo, for a groomed, soft and wonderful smelling coat.
The PH value is tailed to the coat of your pet.
Instructions for use: Dilute 1 part shampoo to 4 parts lukewarm water (20% shampoo, 80% lukewarm water). Apply
this to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Power and Volume Shampoo

The shampoo that gives the coat more strength and volume. The shampoo is very suitable for dogs and cats where
a bigger coat is desirable, such as Collies, Poodles, Pomeranians, New Foundlanders, Persian cats etc. Power and
Volume Shampoo smells delicious and foams plenty. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet.
The addition of nurturing minerals and herb extracts make this shampoo suitable for medium and longhaired coats.
After washing the result will be long-lasting, even after washing it multiple times with a different No1 Pet Care Cat
& Dog Shampoo. The Shampoo does not affect the natural fat layer of your pet.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of shampoo to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the
coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Against Greasy Coat Shampoo
This shampoo is suitable to degrease and clean dull, grey, greasy and dirty coats. It can be used on all types of short,
medium and longhaired coats. The special components of this Against Greasy Coat Shampoo make sure that the
greasy coat is degreased and that the brittle, dirty hair is cleaned. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet.
After using Against Greasy Coat Shampoo it is best to use another No1 Pet Care Cat & Dog Shampoo and after
that, if desired, our Every Day Conditioner, which makes sure that the coat, sensitive to tangles, is easy to comb
through. Against Greasy Coat Shampoo is also very suitable to use against the bold spots on the tails of cats caused
by spraying urine. The shampoo can be used to pre-wash dull white coats, after which White Coat Shampoo can be
used. Against Greasy Coat Shampoo does not affect the natural fat layer of your pet.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of shampoo to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the
coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Musky – Lemon Shampoo
This shampoo is suitable to wash your dog as often as you like, it does not affect the natural fat layer. The musky /
lemon smell functions as a light vermin repellent; fleas and ticks cannot smell the skin of your dog and are therefore
less likely to visit. The shampoo can be used on shorthaired dogs with a healthy coat. It gives a deliciously fresh
musky / lemon scent. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your dog. After using Musky / Lemon Shampoo it is best
to use our Every Day Conditioner, which makes the coat nice and soft.
Please note! Musky / Lemon Shampoo is not suitable for cats.
Instructions for use: Dilute 1-part shampoo to 4 parts lukewarm water (20% shampoo, 80% lukewarm water). Apply
this to the already wet coat. Massage the shampoo into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
shampoo thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml
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CONDITIONER
Every Day Conditioner

This caring and nutrient conditioner cares for the natural structure of the coat and brings the coat back in top condition. The conditioner smells delicious. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet; it does not affect the natural fat
layer of your pet. The addition of nurturing components make this conditioner suitable for all coat lengths.
Every Day Conditioner helps to prevent tangles in the coat, makes the coats easy to comb through, gives beautiful,
deep shine and more volume.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of conditioner to the already wet coat, recently washed with No1 Pet
Care Cat & Dog Shampoo. Massage the conditioner into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
conditioner thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Sensitive & Repair Conditioner
This conditioner is suitable to use after you dog or cat has been washed with No1 Pet Care Cat & Dog (Sensitive
& Repair) Shampoo. The conditioner helps to soothe the dry and flaky skin and coat and can bring it back to top
condition. Sensitive & Repair Conditioner is rich in Vitamin B and nourishes the skin and coat optimally. The PH value
is tailored to the coat of your pet. The conditioner does not affect the natural fat layer of your pet. The addition of
nurturing components, like nourishing oils, vitamins and proteins make this shampoo suitable for all coat lengths. The
conditioner helps makes coat, sensitive to tangles, easier to comb through and also gives the coat a beautiful, deep
shine. Sensitive & Repair Conditioner helps to strengthen the function of Sensitive & Repair Shampoo. The combination of Sensitive & Repair Shampoo and Conditioner can soothe the skin on coat, which is ideal for pets with flakes,
itch, dry skin, dry coat, dry ends and excess hair loss.
Instructions for use: Apply the desired amount of conditioner to the already wet coat, recently washed with No1 Pet
Care Cat & Dog Shampoo. Massage the conditioner into the coat and let it set for a couple of minutes. Then rinse the
conditioner thoroughly with lukewarm water.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Coat Tonic Caring Hair Lotion Spray
This caring hair lotion spray is suitable for pets with flaky skin. The lotion spray softens the coat and gives it more
volume, a deep shine and resilient hair. The spray is also called dry shampoo as it is very suitable to use on the dry
skin. The spray can have a positive effect on the hair growth. Besides this, the product is also very suitable to use to
neutralize excessive dog odors. The PH value is tailored to the coat of your pet. The spray is alcohol-free and respects
the natural fat layer of your pet.
Coat Tonic Caring Hair Lotion Spray is rich in vitamins, nourishing oils, natural plant extracts and herbs. It is very
suitable to use on the dehydrated coat from the heater or sun. It can be used on all coat lengths. As a dry shampoo it
can be sprayed on the skin. When combing through the coat afterwards, all the dirty particles will fall out of the coat.
Instructions for use: Spray the desired amount against the direction of the hair at a distance of 15 cm of the coat.
Proceed to comb the hair thoroughly.
100 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml

Detangling Spray
The best detangling spray, to use with tangles. Tangles can easily be combed through after using this spray. It also
has a positive effect on the prevention of new tangles. This spray also gives the coat a beautiful, deep gloss and has
a deliciously fresh scent. The spray is absolutely free of alcohol.
Detangling Spray is very suitable to use on medium and longhaired coats. On shorthaired coats it can be used as a
natural gloss spray. The spray can be used on all animals with hairs, even humans. The PH value is tailored to the coat
of your pet.
Instructions for use: Spray the Detangling Spray on the tangle, let it dry for a while, then proceed to gently comb
through the tangle with your hands. Spray again to help prevent tangles in the future and brush the hair thoroughly.
The spray is not suitable to use before the coat is washed.
200 ml, 500 ml
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SUPPLEMENTE
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Deze verzorgende en voedende conditioner verzorgt de natuurlijke structuur van de vacht en brengt het haar
in topconditie. De conditioner ruikt heerlijk. De PH-waarde is afgestemd op de vacht van uw huisdier. De conditioner tast de natuurlijke vetlaag van uw huisdier niet aan. Elke Dag Conditioner is door de toevoeging van
de verzorgende bestanddelen zeer geschikt voor alle vachtlengtes. Elke Dag Conditioner helpt de klitten in de
vacht te voorkomen, maakt de vacht beter doorkambaar, geeft een prachtige diepe glans en meer volume.
Gebruiksaanwijzing: Breng naar behoefte de Elke Dag Conditioner aan op de vooraf nog natte met No1 Pet
Care Cat & Dog Shampoo gewassen vacht. Masseer de conditioner goed in en laat dit enkele minuten inwerken. Vervolgens dient de conditioner met lauwwarm water goed uitgespoeld te worden.

Sanofor Extra Colon, Intestine, Skin & Shine
Sanofor helps to resolve all skin, coat and digestive problems. It supports the treatment of dogs with joint problems.
This supplement provides a substantial improvement of the pigmentation of the coat, it detoxifies and purifies the
body of your pet. Sanofor provides better blood flow to the intestines and skin. In addition, the joints will be more
flexible and it improves the intestinal flora. Sanofor Extra Colon, Intestine, Skin & Shine also helps to reduce hair loss,
helps dry skin to restore, keeps your dog from eating feces, restores damaged skin, reduces itchy skin, biting and
scratching, dissolves dander and eczema and helps sensitive bowels to function normally again. Sanofor Extra Colon,
Intestine, Skin & Shine is a mud with positive functioning bacteria.
Instructions for use: Cats and small dogs up to 10kg: 1 teaspoon daily; Medium dogs 10 to 30kg: 2 teaspoons daily;
Large dogs, heavier than 30kg: 1 tablespoon daily. You can mix the Sanofor through the food or you can apply it
straight in your dog’s mouth with a feeding syringe. Shake well before use, keep absolutely frost-free and always use
a clean spoon.
150 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml, 2500 ml, 5000 ml

Sano Diarex Intestine Improver
This supplement helps to resolve diarrhea and loose stool quickly and effectively in a natural way. It can be used on
many animals. Sano Diarex restores the intestinal flora. Sano Diarex can also be used to prevent diarrhea or loose
stool after a deworming.
Sano Diarex is suitable for animals in all stages of life. It can also be given to pregnant animals without objection.
The lactic acid bacteria, electrolytes and amino acids combined helps to solve problems in a natural way.
Instructions for use: Dog: 3 times a day a teaspoon (4 to 8 grams per day) straight in the mouth or on the feed until
the diarrhea or loose stool has ended. Cats (or rabbits): 3 times a day a ½ teaspoon through (canned) food until the
stool is normal.
90 gr

Sano Coat Shine & Top Fit Hair
Sano Coat Shine & Top Fit Hair – This supplement helps to resolve excessive hair loss and to restore the dry skin in
short period of time. It gives the coat a beautiful shine. The supplement contains different unsaturated fatty acids,
with a.o. Omega 3 and 6 fatty acids. This makes sure that the deficits are replenished fast. Sano Coat Shine & Top Fit
Hair is also often used for horses. It is suitable for all animals with coat or feathers.

Instructions for use: Cats and small dogs to 10kg: 1 teaspoon daily (1 to 2 ml); Medium dog from 10 to
30 kg: 2 teaspoons daily (3 to 5 ml); Large dogs above 30 kg: 3 teaspoons daily (5 to 10 ml); Horses: 5
teaspoons daily (10 to 15ml); Doves in flight and breeding period: 2 times per week 1 tablespoon per
kg of feed; Doves in moult: 4 times per week 1 tablespoon per kg of feed; Fowl: 1 time per week 1 tablespoon per kg of feed. We recommend the first 4 weeks to give the above dose 2 times a day. Keep an
eye on your pet’s stool to make sure that Sano Coat Shine & Top Fit Hair is not functioning as a laxative.
200 ml
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SUPPLEMENTS

Urine acidifier

Food supplement which regulates the urine mineral balance in dogs and cats.
Add the urine acidifier to the food or drinking water daily.
Dosage: 5 ml. daily per 10 kg. of body weight.
Content: Ammomium chloridum, Acidum citricum, Ferri chloridum, Glucosum, Kalii chloridum, Methioninum,
Methylthioninum, Natrii chloridum, Flavorum agéntia, Aqua, Zinci sulfas.
200 ml

Glucosamine Complex Premium
Healthy Joints and Tendons is an optimal mix of glucosamine and Chondroitin. These components are very important for
the build-up and maintenance of the cartilage, bone, joint capsule, tendons, connective tissues and joint fluids. It helps
to prevent stiffness and pain and contributes to a healthy and supple joint cartilage. Also very suitable for working dogs
or senior dogs and cats
With sufficient improvement, you can slowly reduce the dose by 50% after 30 days. Glucosamin Complex Premium
can be added to moistened kibble or dinner. The function of Glucosamin Complex Premium is positively influenced by
simultaneously giving a treatment of No1 Pet Care Cat & Dog Sanofor Extra.
Instructions for use: 1 scoop = 5 grams.
Dogs and cats up to 5kg: 0,5 scoop
Dogs and cats 5-10kg: 0,5 scoop
Dogs 10-20kg: 1 scoop
Dogs above 20kg: 1,5 scoop
150 gr, 400 gr
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CLEANING

Clean Pine Fresh & Clean

Cleaning agent with fresh pine odour. Pine Fresh & Clean is an ideal cleaning agent for thoroughly cleaning pet
accommodations, trimming tables and trimming equipment. Pine Fresh & Clean is highly concentrated.
•
•
•

Extra concentrated detergent for pet accommodations
Also for the cleaning of trim tools
With fresh pine fragrance

Instructions for use: For an optimal cleaning effect; dilute 1 tablespoon of Pine Fresh & Clean in 5 litres of water.
Because we use only natural ingredients, the colour of the product may vary.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml

Clean 10% Pine Fresh & Clean Spray

Cleaning agent with fresh pine odour. Pine Fresh & Clean Spray is an ideal detergent for thoroughly cleaning every
pet accommodation.
•
•
•

Cleaning pet accommodation, kennels and litter boxes
For removing vomit, urine and other stains
With fresh pine fragrance

Instructions for use: Pine Fresh & Clean Spray, undiluted, is ideal for removing vomit, urine and other stains.
Because we use only natural ingredients, the color of the product may vary.
200 ml, 1000 ml, 5000 ml
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ANTI TICK

Anti Tick Spray

Anti Tick Spray is a 100% natural and non-toxic spray. The essential oils can make sure that man and animal are no
longer detectable by the tick. This slims the chance of being bitten by a tick tremendously.
The spray is suitable for humans and animals and gives you the opportunity to freely move through nature.
•
•

Anti Tick Spray is not a pesticide.
Anti Tick Spray is recommended by veterinarians

Instructions for use: Spray on your legs and/or arms before the walk and also on the coat and paws of your dog. The
spray works for approximately 2,5 hours, depending on the type of weather, like sunshine or rain.
100 ml, 200 ml
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FORESKIN CLEANER – VULVA CLEANER

Foreskin Cleaner
Foreskin Cleaner cleanses the skin gently and with regular use it can prevent inflammation of the foreskin.
Instruction: Remove the inside cap of the bottle. Place the syringe in the bottle and fill it with 10ml of liquid. Moisten
a cotton pad with Foreskin Cleaner and clean the foreskin. Empty the syringe in the opening of the foreskin. At the
same time, softly close the opening with your index finger and thumb to prevent the liquid from dipping out again.
Massage the penis to distribute the liquid better. Then let go of the opening, allowing the liquid to run out. Wipe the
foreskin clean with a cotton pad.
Dosage in case of inflammation: Apply daily until the inflammation has disappeared. Then apply two to three times a
week. After use, boil the sprayer in water.
100 ml

Vulva Cleaner

Vulva Cleaner can be used to prevent problems of and around the vulva. It also prevents staining around this area.
The female dog is less interesting for the male dog because her smell is neutralized.
Instructions: Spray the vulva and the surrounding coat. Let it soak in, then wipe off with a cotton pad. Repeat as
many times as necessary.
100 ml
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Oil

Sensitive Multifunction Oil
Sensitive Multifunction Oil offers a solution for dry and brittle coats as a result of allergies and excessive scratching.
Sensitive Multifunction Oil penetrates deep into the skin and stimulates the production of healthy skin cells.
•
•

Has a soothing and healing effect on allergies.
Penetrates deep into the skin and stimulates the production of healthy skin cells.

Instructions for use: Take a small quantity between the palms of your hands and massage into the coat. Sensitive
Multifunction Oil can also be sprayed if mixed with No1 Pet Care Cat & Dog Coat Tonic Caring Hair Lotion Spray. Mix
1 part Sensitive Multifunction Oil and 4 parts Coat Tonic Caring Hair Lotion Spray.
Because we use natural ingredients the color and viscosity of the product may vary!
100 ml
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CREAMS> HAIR & SKIN

Multifunction Balm
This Multifunction Balm is used for many problems and ailments and has a nurturing and nourishing function.
It can be used for, for example:
• the soles of your pet if the road surface in summer is hot or in the winter when there is snow and / or brine;
• Softening of calluses, sores or elephant skin. It helps to promote hair growth;
• After removing ticks to avoid irritation;
• Protection of the skin against sunlight;
• People with dry skin, to soften the skin and to lubricate the skin.
Instructions for use: The Multifunctional Balm can be rubbed warm in the palms of your hand and then massage a
thin layer on the coat, skin or paws.
30 ml, 50 ml

Sensitive Creme
This fat-free crème with different essential oils, like for instance Aloë vera, is useable for many problems and ailments. It has a positive effect on itching and little wounds. It calms the irritated skin. The crème is not fat is therefore
directly absorbed into the skin. Sensitive crème can also be used as a fat-free hair conditioner. Apply, after washing
the coat with a No1 Pet Care Cat & Dog Shampoo, on towel dry hair. Do not rinse. Sensitive Crème can also be used
by humans. It does not contain perfume.
•
•
•

Useable for many problems and ailments
Contains Aloë Vera
Has a positive effect on itching and small wounds

Instructions for use: Apply Sensitive Crème multiple times a day thinly until you see improvement.
30 ml, 50 ml
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Storage advice
The product scan absolutely not be frozen or come close to freezing. Also
too much sunlight and being placed in a place which is too hot will diminish the function of the product.
Our advice is therefore: Store in a cool and dark place.

What is the best way to order our products?
Our products can be ordered by contacting our employees directly via email.
Orders can only be processed when they fit in a 20ft container or more
If you have any questions or are in need of advice, please do not hesitate to
contact us: info@eupet.com

EUPET B.V.
Slaadijk 18
7121 KD Aalten
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (5 43) 471 417
E-Mail: info@eupet.com
www.no1-pet.com
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